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Abstract
A polar stratospheric ice cloud (PSC type II) was observed by airborne lidar above
Greenland on 14 January 2000. Is was the unique observation of an ice cloud over
Greenland during the SOLVE/THESEO 2000 campaign. Mesoscale simulations with
the hydrostatic HRM model are presented which, in contrast to global analyses, are5
capable to produce a vertically propagating gravity wave that induces the low temper-
atures at the level of the PSC afforded for the ice formation. The simulated minimum
temperature is ∼8K below the driving analyses and ∼3K below the frost point, exactly
coinciding with the location of the observed ice cloud. Despite the high elevations of
the Greenland orography the simulated gravity wave is not a mountain wave. Analyses10
of the horizontal wind divergence, of the background wind profiles, of backward gravity
wave ray-tracing trajectories, of HRM experiments with reduced Greenland topogra-
phy and of several instability diagnostics near the tropopause level provide consistent
evidence that the wave is emitted by the geostrophic adjustment of a jet instability
associated with an intense, rapidly evolving, anticyclonically curved jet stream.15
In order to evaluate the potential frequency of such non-orographic polar strato-
spheric cloud events, an approximate jet instability diagnostic is performed for the win-
ter 1999/2000. It indicates that ice-PSCs are only occasionally generated by gravity
waves emanating from an unstable jet.
1. Introduction20
In situations where the large-scale stratospheric temperature is slightly above the
thresholds for the existence of NAT (nitric acid trihydrate) or ice, inertio gravity waves
can be effective in inducing PSCs. At the surface of PSC particles, heterogeneous chlo-
rine activation might occur which in turn eventually destroys several hundreds strato-
spheric ozone molecules. Thus, in the last years, mountain gravity waves gained sub-25
stantial consideration as model studies and observation confer them an important role
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in stratospheric ozone depletion (Cariolle et al., 1989; Carslaw et al., 1998). Mountain
wave-induced adiabatic expansion of air along tilted isentropes can lead to tempera-
ture differences of up to 13K as compared to analyses which do not contain the wave
signals (Do¨rnbrack et al., 1999) and may allow stratospheric temperature to drop below
the ice formation threshold.5
Recently, Hitchman et al. (2003) proposed an alternative Gravity Wave (GW) forcing
mechanism important for PSC formation: waves emitted from breaking Rossby-waves
with an associated unbalanced jet stream at the tropopause level can also lead to
mesoscale temperatures fluctuations in the stratosphere sufficient to cool below the
frost point (Tice).10
This article will report on an ice PSC recorded by the NASA DC-8 lidar during the
transfer flight on 14 January 2000 from the NASA Dryden center to Kiruna (Northern
Sweden), where the SOLVE/THESEO (SAGE III Ozone Loss and Validation Experi-
ment/Third European Stratospheric Experiment on Ozone) campaign was hosted. It
was the only ice-cloud observed over Greenland (GL) during the entire deployment.15
The temperatures from global analyses (i.e. from the European Center for Medium-
Range Weather Forecast, ECMWF) are several degrees too high to explain the occur-
rence of ice at a height of about 23 km (see Fig. 1, top). A mesoscale GW which would
not be resolved by global models could lead to the needed temperature decrease. This
cloud observation (i) provides the fortuitous opportunity to investigate the capability of20
mesoscale models to realistically simulate the stratospheric temperature field over the
complex and large-scale topography of GL and (ii) motivates the investigation of the dy-
namical mechanisms that were responsible for the generation of small scale patches
with temperature T below Tice. The main focus of the present study are the dynam-
ics and modelling capabilities. The reader is referred to Luo et al. (2003) for through25
microphysical considerations of this ice cloud. Few hours after the DC-8 observation
the NASA ER-2 aircraft also crossed GL during its transfer flight and observed an en-
hanced wind and temperature variance. This also could be attributed to a GW and
delivers a further validation opportunity for the mesoscale model. In the remaining of
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the introduction some general background on gravity wave generation mechanisms –
a key aspect of the present study – is provided.
Gossard and Hooke (1975) review the following mechanisms that can act as en-
ergy sources for GWs: convection, density impulses (accelerating fronts), geostrophic
adjustment, topographical forcing and vertical shear instability. For the present study,5
which deals with the high latitudes of GL during winter, convection can be ruled out as
a GW forcing mechanism.
Several articles report observations of inertia GW which could be attributed to em-
anate from vertical shear instabilities, e.g. Thomas et al. (1999); Pavelin et al. (2001);
Hertzog et al. (2001); Peters et al. (2003). In the cases discussed by Shibata et al.10
(2003) and Hitchman et al. (2003), the GWs induced near the level of an unbalanced
jet stream let to the formation of PSCs as observed by lidars.
Uccellini and Koch (1987) analyzed 13 cases of wave events over the USA with hor-
izontal wavelengths λh > 30 km which all were initiated by adjustment or instability.
Analyzing eight cases of observed mesoscale variance enhancements in the temper-15
ature and horizontal wind velocity, Fritts and Nastrom (1991) found one case each due
to topography and jet-stream instability. These two cases showed the largest mean
variances in wind and temperature. On the other hand, the decomposition of hun-
dreds of balloon soundings (Nastrom et al., 1997) indicated that the jet stream is not a
significant source of GW for vertical wavenumber spectra in the power law range.20
Using a hydrostatic spectral model O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995) were able to
simulate the life cycle of inertia-GWs generated near the level of maximum wind speed,
in the vicinity of the jet-stream exit region. In an other idealized setup, Sutherland and
Peltier (1995) using nonlinear incompressible Boussinesq-flow simulations restricted
to two dimensions, pointed out that a precondition for the onset of such an instability25
is that the maximum shear on the upper flank of the jet, which typically is situated
near the tropopause is shifted downward by about 1 km into a region in which the
static stability is small. By reviewing observations, theory and model studies, Knox
(1996) showed the stark connection between strongly anticyclonic flow situation and
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GW activity induced by geostrophic adjustment and inertial instability. With a two-
dimensional incompressible Boussinesq model, Scinocca and Ford (2000) were able
to simulate the Kelvin-Helmholz instabilities of the shear layer that engenders large-
scale GW radiation.
In order to investigate the dynamical mechanisms that lead to the generation of ob-5
served GWs over GL on 14 January 2000, we have performed meteorological simula-
tions, comprising the entire island. Mesoscale simulations of the southern tip of GL,
for an event of mountain wave reaching the stratosphere in 1992, including validation
with observations (which were presented and discussed by Chan et al., 1993) were
already performed by Leutbecher et al. (2000).10
In the following section, the limited-area model and its setup are presented. The lidar
ice-cloud observations are shown in Sect. 3. Then, in Sect. 4, the second GW signature
measured on the same day is introduced and the mesoscale simulations compared
with observations. In Sect. 5 the mechanisms that produced both GWs are investigated
and the wave signatures found in the mesoscale numerical experiment interpreted.15
Backward ray trajectories are displayed and discussed in Sect. 5.3. The more general
potential for jet-induced GWs which might lead to PSC formation is estimated for one
winter season in Sect. 6.
2. Meteorological models
In the following subsections the model data utilized in this study are described.20
2.1. ECMWF analyses
The ECMWF operates a spectral meteorological model and uses a four-dimensional
variational data assimilation scheme (4-D var) since November 1997 (Rabier et al.,
2000). It makes use of the advanced microwave sounding unit data which greatly im-
proved the Arctic stratospheric temperatures (ECMWF, 1999). The triangular trunca-25
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tion version T319 (corresponding to a grid size of ∼60 km) has been introduced in April
1998 and additional vertical levels in March 1999. Since then, the ECMWF model in-
cludes 60 levels, of which typically about 30 are in the stratosphere i.e. above the 2 pvu
(potential vorticity units, 10−6m2s−1Kkg−1) tropopause for the considered latitudes and
season.5
These 6-hourly ECMWF analyses provided the initial conditions and lateral boundary
data for the mesoscale simulations described below.
2.2. HRM
2.2.1. The model
The limited-area high resolution model (HRM) is the successor of the Europa-Modell10
(EM, Majewski, 1991). The EM was used operationally by the German and Swiss
Weather Services until early 2001. In the hindcast mode, it is intensively applied for re-
gional climate simulations (e.g. Lu¨thi et al., 1996). In this climate version, a 15-year in-
tegration over Europe revealed a good agreement of simulated precipitation with obser-
vations and other limited-area models (Frei et al., 2003). During the SOLVE/THESEO15
deployment, the HRM produced daily quasi-operational stratospheric forecasts to help
mission planing. Fueglistaler et al. (2003) examined the mountain wave induced PSC
event over Scandinavia on 25 January 2000 (see also Do¨rnbrack et al., 2002). Using
a microphysical box model and trajectories from a HRM simulation, they could realisti-
cally reconstruct the observed lidar signals associated with the PSC.20
The HRM integrates the set of primitive equations in the hydrostatic limit in hybrid
pressure coordinates terrain-following sigma coordinates near the ground and con-
stant p-levels in the stratosphere. The prognostic variables are perturbation pressure,
temperature, the three wind components as well as specific humidity and cloud liquid
water content. The full physics form includes parametrizations of radiation and convec-25
tion (Majewski, 1991).
A linear fourth order diffusion is applied in the horizontal to ensure numerical stability.
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The diffusion is scale selective, where only the waves up to four times the mesh width
are noticeably attenuated. As the fourth order diffusion corresponds to a five points-
operator, a second order diffusion is applied at the borders of the domain. In the
vertical direction, the diffusion parametrization is based on a flux-gradient approach in
which the turbulent vertical fluxes are proportional to the vertical gradient of the variable5
to be attenuated and a diffusion coefficient. The computation of the turbulent vertical
diffusion coefficients is based upon the second order closure of the equations for higher
moments.
The HRM has been tested for flow past obstacles in idealized conditions (Lu¨thi,
1994). The response of a uniform, constantly stratified, adiabatic and inviscid flow10
to a bell-shaped, isolated mountain was found to be in good agreement with analytical
solutions. The radiative upper boundary condition of the model based on Bougeault
(1983) and Klemp and Durran (1983) (see Herzog (1995) for its application to hybrid
coordinates) was found suitable and showed no sign of spurious reflection.
2.2.2. Setup of the GL simulations15
Firstly, the discussion is restricted on a dry physics simulation without convection ini-
tialized on 13 January 2000, 12:00 UTC which includes the other parametrizations (soil
processes, radiation and turbulence). The simulation is performed for 30 h with a com-
putational time step of 25 s and output is produced every hour. Sensitivity experiments,
for a wide range of parameters (which will be discussed in the Appendix), showed for20
instance that inclusion of moist thermodynamics and the exclusion of radiation have
in the present case, little or no effect on modeling the generation of GWs and their
propagation into the stratosphere.
The model orography is derived from the 30′′ spaced elevation data set from the U.S.
Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. For the present simulation, a Gaussian25
filter is applied to the orography in order to reduce the short wavelength contributions
to the mountain waves, as finite differencing errors are large for waves with wavelength
close to twice the mesh width.
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In the stratosphere a relatively high vertical resolution is necessary in order to re-
solve GWs, as their vertical wavelength might become small due to high static stability.
Therefore an equidistant level spacing of approximately ∆z≈700m has been chosen
throughout the model atmosphere. There are 60 vertical levels in total with the model
top at 2 hPa (∼42 km). The horizontal resolution is ∆x=0.125◦ which corresponds to5
∼14 km and the simulation comprises the entire island of GL (145×201 grid points, see
Fig. 4 for a view of the domain). Simulations for such large a domain (∼800×3000 km)
are challenging and the lidar and ER-2 in-situ observations provide the possibility to
validate aspects of the numerical experiments.
3. Ice cloud above GL on 14 January 200010
3.1. Lidar observation
During the forementioned flight, the NASA DC-8 LaRC Aerosol lidar (a piggy-back
instrument measuring backscatter ratios (BSR) at 354 nm and 1064 nm as well as de-
polarization at 532 nm) recorded both types of PSCs above GL. The lidar recordings
of the flight segment within the mesoscale simulation domain (see Fig. 4) are shown in15
Fig. 1. For a backscatter ratio (BSR) at 1064 nm greater then 50 (red), water ice (PSC
type II) can safely be assumed due to the large amount of condensated mass, and low
values (BSR lower than 30, green and dark blue) indicate the presence of supercooled
ternary solution (STS) droplets (PSC type I). The ice cloud near 23◦W, 77◦N at an alti-
tude of ∼23 km (corresponding to ∼25hPa or ∼520K) has a horizontal extension in the20
aircraft flight direction of ∼50 km and is the central feature of the present investigation.
It’s horizontal location is in the center of the white box indicated in Fig. 4 and is close
to the eastern coast of Greenland.
The ECMWF temperatures (overlayed contours in the upper panel of Fig. 1) are too
high to allow ice formation: at the height of the observed ice cloud the ECMWF tem-25
perature is ∼189K which is more than 3K above the frost point at 25 hPa (assuming
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a water mixing ratio of 6 ppmv). For the homogeneous formation of ice particles, tem-
peratures even ∼3K below the frost point (i.e. ∼ 183K) would be required (Koop et al.,
2000).
The disposal of the single PSC lidar signals suggests that gravity waves could ac-
count for the regular appearance of the required cold patches, namely with a vertical5
and horizontal wavelengths of the order λz ∼ 4 and λh ∼180 km. Closer inspection
of the ice cloud reveals that a wave train with much smaller scale, λh ∼15 km, is su-
perimposed. We hypothesize that this fine-scale features are associated with verti-
cally propagating GWs triggered by the complex structure of the underlying topogra-
phy. However, these structures have too small a scale to be resolved by a hydrostatic10
model for the entire GL island. Therefore, the model analyses will be restricted to the
interpretation of the ice cloud as a whole and not on its internal structure.
3.2. Air trajectory
The cooling rate of air parcels involved in the PSC formation is an important factor
determining the cloud’s microphysical composition. Here we use the HRM simulation15
output which (in contrast to ECMWF) provides a realistic stratospheric temperature
field for this particular case (as discussed in Sect. 4.2).
In order to estimate the cooling rate that air parcels undergo as they become part of
the ice cloud, we computed an air trajectory from the location (22.6◦W, 77.3◦N) and
time (08:00 UTC) of maximum observed BSR (c.f. Fig. 1), backward and forward in20
time, with the HRM wind fields. A description of the trajectory calculation tool can be
found in Wernli and Davies (1997). The temperature as well as the cooling/warming
rate along the trajectory are shown in Fig. 2 and the horizontal trace of the trajectory is
drawn in Fig. 4 (top, black line). The air parcels’ temperature oscillations have a time
scale of about 2 hours whilst traveling over GL, possibly due to GWs, and only for a25
short time period (<1 h) temperature goes below Tice. 1 h after the occurrence of the
PSC the air has warmed by 13K and T exceeds also the threshold for the existence
of NAT. Note also in Fig. 2a the striking difference of the temperature experimenced by
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the PSC air parcel and the more slowly varying local temperature evolution.
The cooling rate (Fig. 2b) at the onset of nucleation controls the resulting ice particle
number density. Here, the high high rates (> 40Kh−1) lead to freezing of the great
majority of the liquid ternary solution droplets, resulting in an ice PSC with particle
number density n∼101cm−3 (Fueglistaler et al., 2003). This cooling rate stays in good5
agreement with those found by Luo et al. (2003), who derived a trajectory quantitatively
from the lidar PSC measurement.
The calculated cooling rates exceed the ones quoted by Shibata et al. (2003) and
would not lead to substantial dehydration due to the small particle sizes and the short
lifetime of the ice particles of ∼0.5 h. The sedimenting velocity of particles with radii10
∼1µm is about 1mh−1, thus the fall distance is less than 1m. It has been suggested
that NAT can nucleate on ice particles (Carslaw et al., 1998; Luo et al., 2003). Based
on the temperature history along the trajectory (Fig. 2a), the air parcel remains be-
low the equilibrium temperature for NAT (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988) only about
one hour and thereafter particles will evaporate rapidly. This duration is too short for15
substantial denitrification induced by this particular ice cloud. A detailed discussion of
the microphysical life cycle of other PSCs’ particles can be found in Fueglistaler et al.
(2003) and Luo et al. (2003).
3.3. The synoptic situation
Here, using ECMWF analyses data, we present the synoptic situation in the region of20
GL during the monthes prior to the ice cloud observation. From 13 January, 18:00 UTC
(Fig. 3a) through 14 January, 06:00 UTC (Fig. 3b) and further to 15 January, a pro-
nounced upper tropospheric ridge shifts northeastwards from the southeast of GL, as
seen by the protruding tongue of low PV air on the 320K isentrope. This ridge initiated
already on 12 January 2000 and transformed into a mid-tropospheric anticyclone on25
16 January with closed 500 hPa-geopotential isolines (not shown). This anticyclone
is associated with a negative upper-level PV-anomaly (Schwierz, 2001) and remains
quasi-stationary between GL and Europe until the 25th of January.
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The jet-stream which goes along with the region of maximum PV gradients is very
intense and strongly curved. On the 370 hPa surface, wind speeds exceed 60ms−1
in the vicinity of the tropopause (see the blue contours). At 18:00 UTC on 13 January
(Fig. 3a), there is strong deflection between the S–N aligned jet streak south of GL and
the westerly jet streak across GL further north. 12 h later (Fig. 3b), upper level winds5
blow about parallel to the SE coast of GL and a northerly jet streak has formed NE of
Iceland. Generally, the synoptic situation in the GL region has a strong non-stationary
character during this time period.
As underlined by Knox (1996), strong anticyclonically curved flows may be regions
with large vertical shears. These regions, by means of geostrophic adjustment and10
inertial instability offer mechanisms for GW generation. This is also in line with results
from Kaplan and Paine (1977) who noted decreasing dynamic stability in a case where
a jet streak approached an upper-level ridge.
In the lower troposphere, a slowly evolving low-pressure system develops from the
13th to the 15th January on the south-western tip of GL producing a southerly surface15
flow south of the island (see wind vectors in Fig. 3). These intense low-level winds
across GL (up to 20ms−1) in principle favor the orographic generation of vertically
propagating GWs.
At around 26 km height the vortex edge is approximatively zonally aligned (see pur-
ple contours in Fig. 3). Parallel alignment of the tropospheric and stratospheric jets20
privileges the vertical propagation of GWs (irrespective of the generation mechanism)
and can lead to enhanced GW-induced temperature perturbations in the stratosphere
(Whiteway and Duck, 1999).
4. Wave signatures in the HRM simulations
In this section GW structures in the HRM simulation are explored. The focus is (i) on25
the GW that led to the formation of the ice PSC observed by the lidar on board the
DC-8 (this GW will be referred to as “wave DC8” hereinafter), and (ii) to GWs identified
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from the ER-2 in-situ measurements (in the following “wave ER2”). The observations
serve also to quantitatively validate aspects of the model simulation.
4.1. Horizontal views of mesoscale temperatures
A horizontal view of the HRM temperature field at the time (07:00 UTC, 14 January,
17 h after the start of the simulation) and height (23 km) of the maximum observed lidar5
BSR (Fig. 1) indicates rich mesoscale patterns. Several spots exist over GL with strato-
spheric temperatures low enough to allow PSC type II formation (T<183K; Fig. 4, top).
Vertical sections through these potential locations of ice-clouds (not shown) exhibit ev-
idence that they do stem neither from a single horizontally propagating wave nor from
a unique source with different propagation angles, but that each has its own origin.10
Note that the southernmost cold location (∼32◦W, ∼72◦N) has been sampled by the
ER-2 about eleven hours later, when the wave activity has weakened in the mesoscale
model. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the HRM temperatures at the time (18:00 UTC) and
flight altitude (19.3 km) of the ER2 observation. Here also, the HRM produces verti-
cally propagating GWs at the location of temperature and wind variance enhancement15
observed by the ER-2 (see also Fig. 5).
4.2. Model validation with observations
The vertical section of HRM temperature along the DC-8 flight path (Fig. 1, bottom)
reveals clear GW signals leading to large deviations from the ECMWF analyses (com-
pare with Fig. 1, top). Near 23◦W, the mesoscale simulation produces a temperature20
minimum 8K colder than the analyses (and ∼4.5K below the frost point), at the exact
location of the ice cloud. This is in good agreement with Luo et al. (2003) who esti-
mated mesoscale temperature variations of ±7 K with respect to the ECMWF analyses,
by matching BSR of ice particles obtained from a microphysical model to the measured
BSR aboard the DC-8. The horizontal and vertical extension of the ice cloud, as seen25
in the lidar plane, is also very well reproduced by the HRM. The other (type I) clouds
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observed by the lidar do not always exactly correspond to, but are close to a local HRM
temperature minimum.
Aboard the ER-2, the meteorological measurement system (MMS) is collecting data
with a sampling rate of 10Hz and an uncertainty of 0.3K for temperature and 1ms−1
for the airspeed (Scott et al., 1990). This yields low-pass filtered data at a resolution5
of 1 s or ∼200m horizontal distance at mean cruise speed. The MMS temperature,
zonal and meridional wind observations are displayed in Fig. 5 along with the HRM
simulation and ECMWF analyses interpolated in time and space to the flight path. The
limitations of the HRM resolution (15 km in space and 1 h in time) indicate that no
perfect agreement with the observations can be expected on the smallest scales. The10
observations show enhanced temperature and wind variance around 30◦W which can
be identified as a GW signature, as noted by Chan et al. (1993). HRM temperatures
and winds also show enhanced fluctuations at the right location, however with too long
a horizontal wavelength. They oscillate around the driving ECMWF analyses, and thus,
if the analyses are biased (positively at the beginning and end of the considered flight15
segment) the (fluctuating) mesoscale temperatures and winds are likely to show the
same bias. The overall HRM differences with respect to the observations are weakly
positive for temperatures (less than 1K with a standard deviation of 1.7K) and slightly
negative for wind velocity of (−0.7ms−1).
These qualitative and quantitative comparisons of HRM temperatures and winds with20
the available independant measurements, point to the capability of the HRM to produce
accurate propagating GWs above GL up to the middle stratosphere and completes the
validation of this HRM simulation.
5. Interpretation of HRM wave signatures
Various diagnostic techniques are applied to the HRM model output in order to obtain25
evidence for the origin of the two GW structures (“wave DC8”, “wave ER2”) discussed in
the last sections. The diagnostics mainly include analysis of wind profiles, investigation
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of the waves’ divergence patterns and detailed GW ray tracing calculations.
5.1. Wind profiles
We first look at the background wind profiles from ECMWF analyses averaged within
the boxes shown in Fig. 4, just around the observations of “wave DC8” and “wave
ER2”. Panels a and c of Fig. 6 show the velocity profiles few hours prior to the time5
of observation (solid line) as compared to the monthly mean (dashed lines) within the
boxes. Note the very strong jets near 250 and 7hPa around the ER-2 observation.
Panels b and d show the mean wind directions within the boxes. In Fig. 6b the change
of wind direction with height of more than 90◦ in the layer from 800 to 500 hPa points
to the existence of a critical layer which prevents mountain waves to propagate upward10
into the stratosphere. In contrast, within the box around “wave ER2” (panel d), the wind
direction changes less with height and the wind profile allows vertical wave propagation
from the surface to the middle stratosphere. These wind profiles are a first indication
that “wave ER2” can be a quasi-vertically propagating mountain wave whereas “wave
DC8” cannot.15
Within the same boxes and using now the HRM wind fields, the vertical eddy mo-
mentum fluxes were estimated (not shown). The momentum flux of “wave ER2” is
almost constant both in height and time, from 00:00 to 18:00 UTC, 14 January 2000. In
contrast, the flux of “wave DC8” changes twice its sign from the bottom to the top level,
during the entire period between 18:00 UTC, 13 January and 12:00 UTC, 14 January.20
The first level of zero flux is near 500 hPa and consistent with the mid-tropospheric
critical level identified in Fig. 6b. Near the tropopause, around 300hPa the vertical
momentum flux again changes its sign. The intrinsic frequency of a wave packet that
approaches a critical level goes to zero. Thus the wave packet is neither transmitted
nor reflected (Bretherton, 1969) and the momentum transported by a wave vanishes25
near this level. This brief analysis of vertical momentum flux profiles also points to
an orographic source for “wave ER2” and gives an indication of the possible origin of
“wave DC8”, around the 300hPa level.
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5.2. Divergence along flight tracks
The horizontal wind divergence calculated from the HRM simulations is shown in Fig. 7
along the two flight paths for 14 January, 07:00 UTC (top, “wave DC8”) and 18:00 UTC
(bottom, “wave ER2”). The alternation of convergence and divergence as well as the
back tilt of the constant phase lines are characteristic of vertically propagating GWs.5
For “wave ER2”, vertical coherency is obvious from the GL mountains to the model
top and thus, this wave is due to an orographic forcing. For “wave DC8”, the patterns
confirm the findings from previous section: this wave is not a mountain wave and its
origin is situated around 300 hPa. Note that from Fig. 7, “wave DC8” appears to be hor-
izontally more extended and has a larger horizontal and a smaller vertical wavelength10
than “wave ER2”.
Figure 8 shows the same vertical sections as Fig. 7, but for a HRM experiment
for which the height of the GL topography has been reduced by 25%, leading to a
maximum GL elevation of 2367 instead of 3155m. It shows that while “wave DC8” is
scarcely affected, the divergence signature of “wave ER2” almost disappears in this15
sensitivity experiment. This confirms the above hypothesis about the origin of both
waves.
In order to further corroborate the jet-stream origin of “wave DC8”, backward ray
trajectories will be computed in the section.
5.3. GW ray tracing20
Here we apply the GW ray tracing technique (Hertzog et al., 2001) to our “wave DC8”
case. This technique has proven to be useful for determining the source of strato-
spheric GW signals (Hertzog et al., 2001). To compute an ensemble of backward ray
trajectories, the initial wave specifications (direction of propagation, intrinsic frequency
and vertical wavelength or the three wavenumbers) are requested. The way these are25
derived is exposed in the following section and then the results of the ray tracing are
presented.
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5.3.1. Wave specifications
The following procedure has been applied to determine the characteristics of the (sup-
posed monochromatic) wave packet at the time and location of the ice cloud obser-
vation. At this time and location, a vertical sounding has been performed through the
HRM model atmosphere. The resulting zonal and meridional wind profiles are shown5
in Fig. 9a. The horizontal velocity vector rotates anticyclonically with height, which is
consistent with an upward energy propagation and a negative vertical wavenumber m
(using the convention that the intrinsic frequency ω0 is positive).
In order to derive the wind oscillations induced by the gravity wave, a linear fit (thin
line in Fig. 9a within the range 13 to 34 km) has been subtracted from the actual profiles10
to obtain the wind and temperature perturbations which are displayed in Fig. 9b. For
the present case, this method provided a more consistent and robust signal then the
hodograph method used for instance by O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995) and Hertzog
et al. (2001). Reasonable estimation for the vertical wavelength can be obtained from
the different variables and height ranges (Fig. 9a or b) leading to λz=8000±1200m.15
Then, to determine the correct wave propagation angle, we varied it between 0 and
179◦ (0◦ stays for eastwards wave propagation) and identified the angle with the max-
imum variance of the wind parallel to it (see Fig. 9c). The wind components have
therefore been projected to the parallel and perpendicular direction of the propagation
angle, between 21 and 28 km, which is the height range where the wave signal can20
clearest be identified in the considered fields (see also Fig. 1). It turns out that an
unambiguous maximum exists for Θ=7◦ for which the parallel wind variance (solid line)
reaches 72m2s−2. Now, the polarization equation (Andrews et al., 1987),[u′
v′
]
= A[R(Θ)]
[
cos(mz +φ)
− fω0 sin(mz +φ)
]
, (1)
state that the ratio between the propagation parallel and perpendicular wind variances25
are equal to ω0/f , where f is the Coriolis parameter. [R(Θ)] is the rotation matrix
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which allows the phase speed to be aligned with the propagation direction, A is the
wave amplitude and φ a phase-shift. In our case, the ratio for Θ=7◦ is ω0/f=3.3,
which yields an intrinsic period of 2pi/ω0=3.72h. In agreement with the assumption of
an inertio GW in the rotating wave regime (as f . ω0  N, with N the Brunt Va¨isa¨la
frequency).5
The hydrostatic dispersion relation reads
m2 =
N2 −ω20
ω20 − f 2
(k2 + l2), (2)
where k and l are the zonal and meridional wave numbers, and knowing that
‖ tanΘ‖=‖l/k‖, wavelengths can be estimated, leading to 2pi/k = λx=387 km and
2pi/l = λy=3149 km.10
There remains an ambiguity of ±180◦ about the propagation direction, or in other
words in the sign of the horizontal wave numbers. This can be removed with the help
of the Doppler shift between the wave intrinsic and apparent frequencies (ω), both
of which are linked through: ω = ω0 + ku + lv . At the cloud location and time of
observation, the ECMWF analyses give u∼45 and v∼ − 7ms−1. Therefore, the ap-15
parent period of the wave packet is ‖2pi/ω‖∼10h. Independently, the wave apparent
period can be estimated from the time evolution of the temperature at a fixed location
(Fig. 2a). For k<0 (k>0), the calculated apparent period is −16.3 ≤ 2pi/ω ≤−4.5 h
(1.3≤ 2pi/ω ≤1.7 h). Clearly, positive wavenumbers cannot explain the existing
Doppler shift and therefore k<0. Furthermore, as the wave vector is aligned with the20
direction of propagation, k<0 also implies that l<0, thus the effective propagation angle
is Θ= − 173◦ and the horizontal wave vector is directed towards west-south-west. For
simplicity, the ray trajectory computed from this first estimation of the wave parameters,
k, l and m (see Table 1) will be referred to as “first guess ray” hereinafter. Observe
that the apparent frequency determined from the temperature evolution at the location25
of cloud observation and estimated from the Doppler shift equation differ, but have the
same order of magnitude. We will account for this discrepancy by starting an ensemble
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of rays, as described below.
In ray-tracing calculations, the major source of error comes from the initial conditions,
i.e. the wave specifications settled by the three wave numbers. In order to take account
of such errors, we started an ensemble of ray trajectories, with initial conditions given
by the uncertainties of the wave parameters, which we estimated generously. The5
wave parameters along with their estimated uncertainties are summarized in Table 1.
We allowed λz to vary between 6.8 and 9.2 km, in steps of 400m and Θ and ω0/f as
indicated in Table 1, with each 5 possible values. In total, this yields 175 initial condi-
tions. As a consequence, the zonal (meridional) wavelength varies between 245 and
685 (1280 and 12 875) km. The only parameters we assumed to be perfectly known10
are the time, height, longitude and latitude of observation. Because the ray trajectories
were found to be little sensitive to their initial height within the range z0=23 ± 1 km,
all trajectories were initiated at 23 km, 22.6W and 77.3N at 14 Janury, 07:30 UTC.
Background fields (horizontal winds and static stability) necessary for the integration
are taken from the ECMWF analyses.15
5.3.2. Results
The results are depicted in Fig. 10 for all 175 backward wave trajectories, with the
“first guess ray” indicated in red, and the horizontal projection of the ray trajectories
are shown in Fig. 12b. From the 175 ensemble members, there are 57 trajectories
which remain in the stratosphere at least until 13 January, 00:00 UTC and never reach20
a height below 9 km. They will not be considered in the following discussion. From
all trajectories reaching the troposphere none comes from ground levels above moun-
tainous terrain. Thus, according to these ray trajectories, an orographic origin of “wave
DC8” can be ruled out.
In the very first hours of integration, as the wave packet descends and its vertical25
wavelength decreases, every ray encountered a caustic, indicated by a change of sign
in the action density (not shown). Nevertheless, Broutman (1986) shows that the ray-
tracing equations can still produce valid results after the caustic, as suggested by the
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smooth horizontal trace of the rays.
Note that the vertical wavelength of the “first guess ray” (as of the other rays) rapidly
decreases and drops to 5 km after 2.5 h of back-propagation (corresponding altitude of
20 km). This is in nice quantitative agreement with the two levels of PSC in the lidar
observations at about 18.5 and 23 km (see Fig. 1). This change in vertical wavelength5
might provide an explanation of why no cloud is observed above 23 km: actually, if λz
remained constant (5 km), clouds would be expected at ∼27 km height as the synoptic
temperatures are very close to those at ∼19 km (Fig. 1), the first floor of PSCs.
After 6–12 h backward in time most of the ensemble’s trajectories pass through the
tropopause jet (which coincides with the increase in the vertical wavelength and intrin-10
sic frequency to increase). For the “first guess ray”, the wind speed at this moment
exceeds 60ms−1 (Fig. 10c) with a strong northerly component (Fig. 10b). (The mean
and standard deviation of the wind velocity for the ensemble is 55±5ms−1) As this ray
continues to descend, it reaches the positive shear layer where the Richardson number,
Ri , becomes <1 in the ECMWF as well as in the HRM (Fig. 10f). (For the ray ensemble15
the averaged minimum HRM Richardson number becomes 2.1±1.7.) Ri is a dynam-
ically significant stability and turbulence indicator. Instability can be expected where
Ri is smaller than a certain threshold value. Calculated from gridded data fields, this
threshold depends on resolution, and is taken typically as Ric=2 in mesoscale models
with resolutions of ∼10 km.20
For the “first guess ray”, we identified its most probable location of wave generation
where Ri attains its minimum along the ray. This occurs at t=− 13h, near the 370 hPa
pressure level, or 300K isentrope (see crosses in Figs. 10 and 11). This location co-
incides with the region of maximum vertical shear and low static stability (see Fig. 11),
which is also a prerequisite for the onset of strong turbulence. Despite the dispersion25
of the ray trajectories, 85% of the ensemble members reaching the troposphere do
attain their minimum in Ri in a very similar situation as the “first guess ray” (shown in
Fig. 11), i.e. low static stability and large positive vertical shear, beneath the jet core.
In this sense the “first guess ray” is representative of the actual trajectory of the wave
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packet.
Note further in Fig. 11 that the “first guess ray” passes very close to a tropopause
fold. Using a two-dimensional, isentropic primitive equation model, Gidel and Shapiro
(1979) showed that two patches of turbulence are associated with tropopause folds:
one in the stratosphere above the jet core and one, stronger, situated in the tropo-5
sphere below the jet axis. The fact that the ray hits an intense jet-stream, associated
with a tropopause fold is a further piece of evidence that “wave DC8” is emitted from a
vertical shear layer.
The horizontal trace of the “first guess ray” (shown only until the minimum Richardson
number, Fig. 12a) indicates that the wave has been generated on the northern side of10
the jet, characterized by cyclonic horizontal shear. Further, the horizontal trace ends
close to the left exit region of the previously noted tropospheric southerly jet streak
(compare with Fig. 3a) which is also a preferred region for wave emission (O’Sullivan
and Dunkerton, 1995; Thomas et al., 1999).
5.4. Instability diagnostics15
A final step of our analysis of the dynamical origin of “wave DC8” is a brief analy-
sis of the dynamical stability characteristics of the tropopause-level jet-streak. To this
end, three diagnostics are calculated as suggested by previous studies of jet-stream
instabilites (Zhang et al., 2000; Hertzog et al., 2001): the Lagrangian Rossby number,
Richardson number and the residual of the non-linear balance equation. As the theo-20
retical understanding of vertical shear instability is still limited, these quantitites should
be regarded as useful proxies instead of rigid criteria for GW generation.
First, Fig. 12a shows a horizontal view of Ri at the time and level of the supposed
wave generation. In agreement with the discussion in the previous section, the westerly
jet streak is associated with very low values (Ri<1) and it is within or close to this25
narrow band that most of the ray trajectories cross the tropopause level.
Second, the Lagrangian Rossby number, Ro, was computed according to e.g.
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O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995)
Ro =
‖∂V∂t ‖
f ‖V‖ (3)
with V being the horizontal wind vector. O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995) found that
GW generation occurred in regions where Ro & 0.2. This condition is not perfectly
fulfilled for our ray trajectories (see Fig. 12c), although they pass closely to a region5
with large Ro.
Finally the non-linear balance equation (NBE), derived from the full divergence ten-
dency equation in the case that its advection, the non-linear effects of divergence and
the contributions of vertical motion gradients can be neglected, is also a measure of
the flow’s imbalance, and is given by10
2J(u, v) − βu + f ζ − ∇2Φ = 0 (4)
where J stays for the Jacobian, ζ is the relative vorticity and ∇2Φ stands for the hor-
izontal Laplacian of the geopotential. Deviations from this balance condition, i.e. the
residuum of Eq. (4), is also a measure for the flow’s potential instability. Figure 12b
shows the residual of Eq. (4) on the 370 hPa surface computed with ECMWF analysis15
along with the full length of the ensemble rays. The region of maximum imbalance pre-
dicted by the NBE is located somewhat eastward of the region where the wave packets
were presumably generated and slightly to the north of the maximum Ro. However,
the patch with largest deviations from non-linear balance corresponds quite nicely with
the band of small Ri and the ensemble rays all travel through a region with substantial20
(although not maximum) diagnosed jet-stream unbalance. Taken together, these brief
diagnostics are supportive of our claim that “wave DC8” is generated by the geostrophic
adjustment of an unbalanced intense jet.
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6. Potential for jet-induced GW in winter climatology
In order to estimate the likely frequency and potential importance of ice clouds gener-
ated by shear instabilities, we have applied the NBE (Eq. 4) diagnostics to the entire
winter from the beginning of December 1999 to the end of March 2000. We have
chosen a residual threshold of 4·10−4 s−2 and applied this threshold within the 100 to5
500hPa vertical layer in the northern hemisphere (20–90 ◦N) to the 6 h ECMWF anal-
yses.
The probability that for a given day and longitude (latitude), at least one time step
and one model level within the height range exceeds the chosen threshold is shown
in the upper (lower) panel of Fig. 13. In is shown that, mainly in January 2000, insta-10
bility are diagnosed at high latitudes. Note that the discussed case on 14 January is
associated with a strong signal in this proxy climatology, as compared to other events
at high latitudes during this winter. The climatology indicates that jet induced GWs
may be frequent, but mainly in the southernmost part of the Eurasian continent and the
subtropical Pacific jet. In regions with the possibility for GWs to generate PSCs, say15
north of 60 ◦N, unstable jet events are relatively rare (∼3 events during the considered
period).
Generally the time evolution of the potential instability regions indicates eastward
propagation with the same order of magnitude than the synoptic weather systems
(Fig. 13, top). In the meridional direction, (Fig. 13, bottom) it appears that several20
instability regions describe an anticyclonic propagation, in agreement with the results
of Knox (1996).
Better understanding of the physical processes that lead to the occurence of vertical
shear instabilities would be strongly desirable and could lead to a better substantiated
criterion for the identification of jet-induced GWs.25
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7. Conclusions
Using meteorological data from ECMWF analyses and mesoscale HRM hindcast simu-
lations, we investigated the dynamical mechanisms that generated two vertically prop-
agating gravity waves. “Wave ER2” was undoubtfully generated by the orography and
we have given consistent evidence that “wave DC8” was instigated by the geostrophic5
adjustment of a jet instability. In particular, we detected that the tropopause-level and
surface synoptic features were very similar to the 13 jet-induced GW cases reviewed
in Uccellini and Koch (1987): a surface low upstream of the wave activity with an as-
sociated northeast-southwest oriented distinct frontal boundary and wave generation
at the exit region of an intense jet streak. Furthermore, the most plausible location of10
wave production was in the very vicinity of a tropopause fold associated with the strong
jet. Little or no doubts remain on the contribution of this non-orographic inertio gravity
wave to the low temperatures allowing the formation of the ice cloud.
The issue that remains is whether this wave has sufficient amplitude to explain the
∼8K mesoscale cooling or if a superimposed (orographic) wave also contributed to15
the temperature minimum responsible for the PSC formation. The lidar signal gives
certainty that mountain waves with a horizontal scale of ∼15 km (not resolved by the
hydrostatic HRM) propagate until the cloud location.
The mesoscale model HRM was found to be a suited model for the simulation of
vertically propagating waves which, in the present study, applies for two different wave20
generation mechanisms. In particular, the model simulation captured very well the am-
plitude and location of the cold spot with T<Tice. Sensitivity experiments (see Appendix)
revealed that the model results are particularly sensitive to the horizontal diffusion and
initialization time.
In line with the recent studies of Hitchman et al. (2003) and Shibata et al. (2003) this25
study indicates that mesoscale PSCs can be induced not only by orographically trig-
gered GWs but also via an alternative mechanism that is related to the rapid evolution
of intense and curved jet streams near the tropopause level. It remains for further work
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to quantify the relevance of the two mechanisms. Our preliminary attempt to count the
potential jet-instability events in the polar regions during one winter indicates that they
occur only sporadically.
Appendix: Sensitive dependencies to model parameters
Eleven numerical sensitivity experiments have been conducted to test the dependen-5
cies of the HRM simulations to several model parameters and processes. Compared to
the original simulation discussed in the paper (in the following called control run), they
were undertaken changing one parameter each time. These comprise changes of the
horizontal and vertical resolution, variations in horizontal diffusion, modifications in the
initialization time and inclusion or not of physical parametrizations. Table 2 summarizes10
the eleven experiments along with the minimum modeled temperatures at the locations
of the observed waves. These experiments are discussed hereafter.
Initialization. The choice of the initialization time of a simulation is subtle when
comparing with observations at a particular time. The longer the run, the more the
mesoscale model will develop its own dynamics and might drift away from the driving15
analyses. On the other hand, too late a starting time of the simulation may prevent the
mesoscale features (as GWs) to develop and fully propagate. Four runs with initializa-
tion prior to the initialization of the control run two runs with initialization after the 13
January 2000, 12L00 UTC have been performed to evaluate this significant sensitivity
(see Table 2).20
For the temperature at the location of the cloud observed by the DC-8, the minimum
is achieved with the control simulation. The more the simulation is initialized earlier
or later, the more the amplitude of the wave decreases and the higher becomes the
minimum mesoscale temperature. Note also the slight vertical shift in the height of
minimum temperature at this location as the initialization moves away from the control25
run. For the experiment started on 14 January, 00:00 UTC, the DC8 wave structure
becomes hardly identifiable (e.g. in vertical sections similar to the ones shown in Figs. 1
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and 7) which expresses either that the onset of the wave was missed or that the GW
had no time to propagate to the flight path. From the ray-tracing simulations the former
is more likely the case.
A similar behavior, even if less marked is found for the minimum temperature associ-
ated with “wave ER2”. The simulation which produces the minimum temperature was5
initialized six hours before the control run.
Resolution. In order to test the impact of vertical resolution, the number of ver-
tical levels was reduced a factor of two, the model top kept unchanged. “Wave DC8”
appears to be emitted properly but dissipates prior to reach the cloud altitude. There,
an upward shifted temperature minimum exists but the wave structure cannot be recog-10
nized any longer. This is in good agreement with the ray tracing model (see Fig. 10b)
which indicated that at the moment of emission the vertical wavelength was smaller
than at the moment of observation. The effect of the vertical resolution on the “wave
ER2” with larger vertical wavelength is negligible.
Repeating the control run with doubled horizontal mesh width, roughly extinguishes15
“wave ER2” as revealed by an equivalent to Fig. 7. However this simulation delivers
the absolute minimum temperature associated with “wave DC8” of all simulations.
Diffusion. In this experiment, the horizontal diffusion coefficients were increased
by an order of magnitude. The effect on “wave DC8” is dramatic as its temperature
minimum increases by 4K while the effect on the minimum temperature associated20
with “wave ER2” was astonishingly a cooling of 1.5K. A plausible explanation is that
the wave encounters less destructive interference with other short wavelengths waves,
since these are filtered by the strong diffusion as seen in an equivalent of Fig. 7.
O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995) established that inertio GW are primarily sensitive
to horizontal hyperdiffusion. Here, not only the amplitude of “wave DC8” was reduced25
but also its vertical wavelength
Physical parametrizations. The inclusion of convection or the exclusion of the
radiation scheme in the simulation gave strikingly similar wave characteristics. These
processes have no influence on the generation and propagation of GW up to the strato-
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sphere at least for the present setup. This is not the case for the inclusion of moisture:
the diabatic effects associated with the evaporation and condensation of water im-
pinged on the simulated temperatures.
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Table 1. Gravity wave packet specifications and uncertainties.
Θ ω0/f λx [km] λy [km] λz [km]
-173±4◦ 3.3 ± 1.0 387 3149 8±1.2
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Table 2. Summary of the numerical experiments conducted with the mesoscale model HRM.
T ICEmin stays for the temperature at the time and location of maximum observed BSR and on the
25.3 hPa level, TDC8min is the minimum temperature at the same location at any height. and T
ER2
min
is the minimum temperature where the ER-2 observed a local minimum in the temperature.
Simulation T ICEmin T
DC8
min p(T
DC8
min ) T
ER2
min
Initial. 12 January 12:00 UTC −88.6 −88.9 23.8 −81.8
Initial. 12 January 18:00 UTC −87.3 −87.4 26.4 −82.6
Initial. 13 January 00:00 UTC −88.5 −88.9 23.8 −83.6
Initial. 13 January 06:00 UTC −89.6 −89.7 23.8 −84.0
control run −91.2 −91.3 23.8 −82.6
Initial. 13 January 18:00 UTC −88.2 −88.3 21.4 −83.1
Initial. 14 January 00:00 UTC −83.9 −84.9 19.3 −82.0
30 vertical levels −85.7 −87.3 15.6 −83.8
double mesh-widths −93.0 −93.7 21.4 −83.6
10x diffusion −87.7 −87.8 21.4 −84.0
moist physics −89.8 −89.8 21.4 −84.0
conv no rad −90.9 −91.0 23.8 −84.1
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BSR @
1064 nm
Fig. 1. Backscatter ratio (BSR) at 1064 nm from the DC-8 LaRC lidar during a flight over GL on January 14, 2000. Overlayed are the
4-D interpolated temperature fields from (top) the ECMWF analyses and (bottom) the HRM mesoscale model simulation. The flight path is
shown by the orange line in Fig. 4 (top).
navia on 25 Jan 2000 (see also Do¨rnbrack et al. (2002)). Us-
ing a microphysical box model and trajectories from a HRM
simulation, they could realistically reconstruct the observed
lidar signals associated with the PSC.
The HRM integrates the set of primitive equations in
the hydrostatic limit in hybrid pressure coordinates terrain-
following sigma coordinates near the ground and constant
 
-levels in the stratosphere. The prognostic variables are per-
turbation pressure, temperature, the three wind components
as well as specific humidity and cloud liquid water content.
The full physics form includes parametrizations of radiation
and convection (Majewski, 1991).
A linear fourth order diffusion is applied in the horizontal
to ensure numerical stability. The diffusion is scale selec-
tive, where only the waves up to four times the mesh width
are noticeably attenuated. As the fourth order diffusion cor-
responds to a five points-operator, a second order diffusion
is applied at the borders of the domain. In the vertical direc-
tion, the diffusion parametrization is based on a flux-gradient
approach in which the turbulent vertical fluxes are propor-
tional to the vertical gradient of the variable to be attenuated
and a diffusion coefficient. The computation of the turbulent
vertical diffusion coefficients is based upon the second order
closure of the equations for higher moments.
The HRM has been tested for flow past obstacles in ideal-
ized conditions (Lu¨thi, 1994). The response of a uniform,
constantly stratified, adiabatic and inviscid flow to a bell-
shaped, isolated mountain was found to be in good agreement
with analytical solutions. The radiative upper boundary con-
dition of the model based on Bougeault (1983) and Klemp
and Durran (1983) (see Herzog (1995) for its application to
hybrid coordinates) was found suitable and showed no sign
of spurious reflection.
2.2.2 Setup of the GL simulations
Firstly, the discussion is restricted on a dry physics simula-
tion without convection initialized on 13 Jan 2000, 12 UTC
which includes the other parametrizations (soil processes, ra-
diation and turbulence). The simulation is performed for 30
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 1. Backscatter ratio (BSR) at 1064 nm from the DC-8 LaRC lidar during a flight over GL on
14 January 2000. Ov rlayed are the 4-D i terpolated temperature fiel s from (top) t e ECMWF
analyses and (bottom) the HRM mesoscale model simulation. The flight path is shown by the
orange line in Fig. 4 (top).
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Fig. 2. Temperature (a) and cooling rate in Kh  

(b) along the air trajectory started at the time and location of maximum observed BSR. The
dashed line in panel (a) indicates the time evolution of HRM temperature at the trajectory’s starting point.
hours with a computational time step of 25 seconds and out-
put is produced every hour. Sensitivity experiments, for a
wide range of parameters (which will be discussed in the Ap-
pendix), showed for instance that inclusion of moist thermo-
dynamics and the exclusion of radiation have in the present
case, little or no effect on modeling the generation of GWs
and their propagation into the stratosphere.
The model orography is derived from the 30” spaced ele-
vation data set from the U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. For the present simulation, a Gaussian filter
is applied to the orography in order to reduce the short wave-
length contributions to the mountain waves, as finite differ-
encing errors are large for waves with wavelength close to
twice the mesh width.
In the stratosphere a relatively high vertical resolution is
necessary in order to resolve GWs, as their vertical wave-
length might become small due to high static stability. There-
fore an equidistant level spacing of approximately

700 m has been chosen throughout the model atmosphere.
There are 60 vertical levels in total with the model top at
2 hPa (   42 km). The horizontal resolution is 
	 
which corresponds to   14 km and the simulation comprises
the entire island of GL (145 x 201 grid points, see Fig. 4 for
a view of the domain). Simulations for such large a domain
(     3000 km) are challenging and the lidar and ER-2 in-
situ observations provide the possibility to validate aspects of
the numerical experiments.
3 Ice cloud above GL on Jan 14, 2000
3.1 Lidar observation
During the forementioned flight, the NASA DC-8 LaRC
Aerosol lidar (a piggy-back instrument measuring backscat-
ter ratios (BSR) at 354 nm and 1064 nm as well as depolariza-
tion at 532 nm) recorded both types of PSCs above GL. The
lidar recordings of the flight segment within the mesoscale
simulation domain (see Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 1. For a
backscatter ratio (BSR) at 1064 nm greater then 50 (red), wa-
ter ice (PSC type II) can safely be assumed due to the large
amount of condensated mass, and low values (BSR lower
than 30, green and dark blue) indicate the presence of su-
percooled ternary solution (STS) droplets (PSC type I). The
ice cloud near 23  W, 77  N at an altitude of   23 km (corre-
sponding to   25 hPa or   520 K) has a horizontal extension
in the aircraft flight direction of   50 km and is the central
feature of the present investigation. It’s horizontal location is
in the center of the white box indicated in Fig. 4 and is close
to the eastern coast of Greenland.
The ECMWF temperatures (overlayed contours in the up-
per panel of Fig. 1) are too high to allow ice formation: at
the height of the observed ice cloud the ECMWF tempera-
ture is   189 K which is more than 3 K above the frost point
at 25 hPa (assuming a water mixing ratio of 6 ppmv). For the
homogeneous formation of ice particles, temperatures even
  3 K below the frost point (i. e.   183 K) would be required
(Koop et al., 2000).
The disposal of the single PSC lidar signals suggests that
gravity waves could account for the regular appearance of
the required cold patches, namely with a vertical and hori-
zontal wavelengths of the order     4 and  
   180 km.
Closer inspection of the ice cloud reveals that a wave train
with much smaller scale,      15 km, is superimposed. We
hypothesize that this fine-scale features are associated with
vertically propagating GWs triggered by the complex struc-
ture of the underlying topography. However, these structures
have too small a scale to be resolved by a hydrostatic model
for the entire GL island. Therefore, the model analyses will
be restricted to the interpretation of the ice cloud as a whole
and not on its internal structure.
3.2 Air trajectory
The cooling rate of air parcels involved in the PSC formation
is an important factor determining the cloud’s microphysi-
cal composition. Here we use the HRM simulation output
which (in contrast to ECMWF) provides a realistic strato-
spheric temperature field for this particular case (as discussed
in Section 4.2).
In order to estimate the cooling rate that air parcels un-
dergo as they become part of the ice cloud, we computed an
air trajectory from the location (22.6  W, 77.3  N) and time
(8 UTC) of maximum observed BSR (c.f. Fig. 1), backward
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 2. Temperature (a) and cooling rate in Kh−1 (b) along the air trajectory started at the
time and location of maximum observed BSR. The dashed line in panel (a) indicates the time
evolution of HRM temperature at the trajectory’s starting point.
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and forward in time, with the HRM wind fields. A descrip-
tion of the trajectory calculation tool can be found in Wernli
and Davies (1997). The temperature as well as the cool-
ing/warming rate along the trajectory are shown in Fig. 2 and
the horizontal trace of the trajectory is drawn in Fig. 4 (top,
black line). The air parcels’ temperature oscillations have a
time scale of about 2 hours whilst traveling over GL, possibly
due to GWs, and only for a short time period (   1 h) temper-
ature goes below
  
. 1 h after the occurrence of the PSC the
air has warmed by 13 K and

exceeds also the threshold for
the existence of NAT. Note also in Fig. 2a the striking differ-
ence of the temperature experimenced by the PSC air parcel
and the more slowly varying local temperature evolution.
The cooling rate ( Fig. 2b) at the onset of nucleation con-
trols the resulting ice particle number density. Here, the high
high rates (   Kh   ) lead to freezing of the great majority
of the liquid ternary solution droplets, resulting in an ice PSC
with particle number density       cm  (Fueglistaler et
al., 2003). This cooling rate stays in good agreement with
those found by Luo et al. (2003), who derived a trajectory
quantitatively from the lidar PSC measurement.
The calculated cooling rates exceed the ones quoted by
Shibata et al. (2003) and would not lead to substantial dehy-
dration due to the small particle sizes and the short lifetime
of the ice particles of     h. The sedimenting velocity of
particles with radii    m is about  mh  , thus the fall dis-
tance is less than 1 m. It has been suggested that NAT can
nucleate on ice particles (Carslaw et al., 1998; Luo et al.,
2003)). Based on the temperature history along the trajec-
tory (Fig. 2a), the air parcel remains below the equilibrium
temperature for NAT (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988) only
about one hour and thereafter particles will evaporate rapidly.
This duration is too short for substantial denitrification in-
duced by this particular ice cloud. A detailed discussion of
the microphysical life cycle of other PSCs’ particles can be
found in Fueglistaler et al. (2003) and Luo et al. (2003).
3.3 The synoptic situation
Here, using ECMWF analyses data, we present the synop-
tic situation in the region of GL during the monthes prior
to the ice cloud observation. From the 13th of January
18 UTC (Fig. 3a) through the 14th, 6 UTC (Fig. 3b) and
further to the 15th, a pronounced upper tropospheric ridge
shifts northeastwards from the southeast of GL, as seen by
the protruding tongue of low PV air on the 320 K isen-
trope. This ridge initiated already on the 12th Jan 2000
and transformed into a mid-tropospheric anticyclone on the
16th with closed 500 hPa-geopotential isolines (not shown).
This anticyclone is associated with a negative upper-level
PV-anomaly (Schwierz, 2001) and remains quasi-stationary
between GL and Europe until the 25th of January.
The jet-stream which goes along with the region of max-
imum PV gradients is very intense and strongly curved. On
the 370 hPa surface, wind speeds exceed 60 
	   in the
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Fig. 3. The synoptic situation on Jan 13, 18 UTC (a) and Jan 14,
6 UTC (b) from ECMWF analysis data. Color: potential vorticity
[pvu] at 320 K, blue contours: wind speed at 370 hPa (isolines for
30, 45 and 60   

) and black vectors: wind vectors at the model
lowermost level if velocity  5   

, south of 80  N. The violet
contour denote the vortex edge on the 665 K isentrope.
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 3. The synoptic situation on 13 January, 18:00 UTC (a) and 14 January, 06:00 UTC (b)
from ECMWF analysis data. Color: potential vorticity [pvu] at 320K, blue contours: wind speed
at 370 hPa (isolines for 30, 45 and 60ms−1) and black vectors: wind vectors at the model
lowermost level if velocity >5ms−1, south of 80 ◦ N. The violet contour denote the vortex edge
on the 665K isentrope.
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vicinity of the tropopause (see the blue contours). At 18 UTC
Jan 13 (Fig. 3a), there is strong deflection between the S–
N aligned jet streak south of GL and the westerly jet streak
across GL further north. 12 hours later (Fig. 3b), upper
level winds blow about parallel to the SE coast of GL and
a northerly jet streak has formed NE of Iceland. Generally,
the synoptic situation in the GL region has a strong non-
stationary character during this time period.
As underlined by Knox (1996), strong anticyclonically
curved flows may be regions with large vertical shears. These
regions, by means of geostrophic adjustment and inertial in-
stability offer mechanisms for GW generation. This is also
in line with results from Kaplan and Paine (1977) who noted
decreasing dynamic stability in a case where a jet streak ap-
proached an upper-level ridge.
In the lower troposphere, a slowly evolving low-pressure
system develops from the 13th to the 15th January on the
south-western tip of GL producing a southerly surface flow
south of the island (see wind vectors in Fig. 3). These intense
low-level winds across GL (up to 20  	  ) in principle favor
the orographic generation of vertically propagating GWs.
At around 26 km height the vortex edge is approximatively
zonally aligned (see purple contours in Fig. 3). Parallel align-
ment of the tropospheric and stratospheric jets privileges the
vertical propagation of GWs (irrespective of the generation
mechanism) and can lead to enhanced GW-induced temper-
ature perturbations in the stratosphere (Whiteway and Duck,
1999).
4 Wave signatures in the HRM simulations
In this section GW structures in the HRM simulation are ex-
plored. The focus is (i) on the GW that led to the formation
of the ice PSC observed by the lidar on board the DC-8 (this
GW will be referred to as ’wave DC8’ hereinafter), and (ii)
to GWs identified from the ER-2 in-situ measurements (in
the following ’wave ER2’). The observations serve also to
quantitatively validate aspects of the model simulation.
4.1 Horizontal views of mesoscale temperatures
A horizontal view of the HRM temperature field at the time
(7 UTC 14 Jan, 17 h after the start of the simulation) and
height (23 km) of the maximum observed lidar BSR (Fig. 1)
indicates rich mesoscale patterns. Several spots exist over
GL with stratospheric temperatures low enough to allow PSC
type II formation (       K; Fig. 4, top). Vertical sections
through these potential locations of ice-clouds (not shown)
exhibit evidence that they do stem neither from a single hor-
izontally propagating wave nor from a unique source with
different propagation angles, but that each has its own origin.
Note that the southernmost cold location (   32  W,   72  N)
has been sampled by the ER-2 about eleven hours later, when
the wave activity has weakened in the mesoscale model. Fig-
GMX
GM
X
Fig. 4. Mesoscale Temperature [  ] fields (green stands for 
 
	 , and blue for  ) from the HRM simulation on 14th of
January 2000, 7 UTC (23 km height, top) and 18 UTC, at the cruise
altitude of the ER2 (19.3 km, bottom). Orange overlayed lines are
the DC-8 (top) and ER-2 flight pathes (bottom). The crosses denote
the locations of the airplanes at the model output time. The em-
phasized boxes show the domains for the wind average calculations
shown in Fig. 4. The black line in the top panel is the horizontal
trace of the air trajectory shown in Fig. 2.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 4. Mesoscale temperature [K ] fields (green stands fo T < Tice, and blue for T < Tnat)
from the HRM simulatio on 14 January 2000, 07:00 UTC (23 km height, top) and 18:00 UTC,
at the cruis alti ude of the ER2 (19.3 km, b ttom). Orange overlayed lines are the DC-8 (top)
a d ER-2 flight pathes (bottom). The crosses denote the locations of the airplanes at the model
output time. The emphasized boxes show the domains for the wind average calculations shown
in Fig. 6. The black line in the top panel is the horizontal trace of the air trajectory shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Temperature (a) and zonal and meridional wind (b) mea-
surement aboard the ER-2 aircraft on January 14, 2000 (1 sec reso-
lution) within the mesoscale simulation domain as well as ECMWF
and HRM temperatures along the flight path which is shown in
Fig. 4 (bottom).
ure 4 (bottom) shows the HRM temperatures at the time
(18 UTC) and flight altitude (19.3 km) of the ER2 observa-
tion. Here also, the HRM produces vertically propagating
GWs at the location of temperature and wind variance en-
hancement observed by the ER-2 (see also Fig 5).
4.2 Model validation with observations
The vertical section of HRM temperature along the DC-8
flight path (Fig. 1, bottom) reveals clear GW signals leading
to large deviations from the ECMWF analyses (compare with
Fig. 1, top). Near 23  W, the mesoscale simulation produces
a temperature minimum 8 K colder than the analyses (and
  4.5 K below the frost point), at the exact location of the ice
cloud. This is in good agreement with Luo et al. (2003) who
estimated mesoscale temperature variations of   K with re-
spect to the ECMWF analyses, by matching BSR of ice par-
ticles obtained from a microphysical model to the measured
BSR aboard the DC-8. The horizontal and vertical extension
of the ice cloud, as seen in the lidar plane, is also very well
reproduced by the HRM. The other (type I) clouds observed
by the lidar do not always exactly correspond to, but are close
to a local HRM temperature minimum.
Aboard the ER-2, the meteorological measurement system
(MMS) is collecting data with a sampling rate of 10 Hz nd
an uncertainty of 0.3 K for temperature and 1 ms

for the
airspeed (Scott et al., 1990). This yields low-pass filtered
data at a resolution of 1 sec or   200 m horizontal distance at
mean cruise speed. The MMS temperature, zonal and merid-
ional wind observations are displayed in Fig. 5 along with the
HRM simulation and ECMWF analyses interpolated in time
and space to the flight path. The limitations of the HRM
resolution (15 km in space and 1 h in time) indicate that no
perfect agreement with the observations can be expected on
the smallest scales. The observations show enhanced temper-
ature and wind variance around 30  W which can be identi-
fied as a GW signature, as noted by Chan et al. (1993). HRM
temperatures and winds also show enhanced fluctuations at
the right location, however with too long a horizontal wave-
length. They oscillate around the driving ECMWF analyses,
and thus, if the analyses are biased (positively at the begin-
ning and end of the considered flight segment) the (fluctuat-
ing) mesoscale temperatures and winds are likely to show the
same bias. The overall HRM differences with respect to the
observations are weakly positive for temperatures (less than
1 K with a standard deviation of 1.7 K) and slightly negative
for wind velocity of (-0.7 ms   ).
These qualitative and quantitative comparisons of HRM
temperatures and winds with the available independant mea-
surements, point to the capability of the HRM to produce
accurate propagating GWs above GL up to the middle strato-
sphere and completes the validation of this HRM simulation.
5 Interpretation of HRM wave signatures
Various diagnostic techniques are applied to the HRM model
output in order to obtain evidence for the origin of the two
GW structures (’wave DC8’, ’wave ER2’) discussed in the
last sections. The diagnostics mainly include analysis of
wind profiles, investigation of the waves’ divergence patterns
and detailed GW ray tracing calculations.
5.1 Wind profiles
We first look at the background wind profiles from ECMWF
analyses averaged within the boxes shown in Fig. 4, just
around the observations of ’wave DC8’ and ’wave ER2’.
Panels a and c of Fig. 6 show the velocity profiles few hours
prior to the time of observation (solid line) as compared to
the monthly mean (dashed lines) within the boxes. Note the
very strong jets near 250 and 7 hPa around the ER-2 obser-
vation. Panels b and d show the mean wind directions within
the boxes. In Fig. 6b the change of wind direction with height
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 5. Temperature (a) and zonal and meridional wind (b) measurement aboard the ER-2
aircraft on 14 January 2000 (1 s resolution) within the mesoscale simulation domain as well as
ECMWF and HRM temperatur s along the flight path which is h i Fig. 4 (bottom).
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Fig. 6. Domain averaged ECMWF wind velocity (a, c) and direction
(b, d; westerlies corresponding to 180

). Panels a) and b) are for
’wave DC8’ at 0 UTC 14 Jan (see box in Fig. 4, top), and panels c)
and d) for ’wave ER2’ at 12 UTC 14 Jan (see box in Fig. 4, bottom).
Dashed lines show the January 2000 mean wind profiles in the same
boxes.
of more than 90  in the layer from 800 to 500 hPa points
to the existence of a critical layer which prevents mountain
waves to propagate upward into the stratosphere. In contrast,
within the box around ’wave ER2’ (panel d), the wind direc-
tion changes less with height and the wind profile allows ver-
tical wave propagation from the surface to the middle strato-
sphere. These wind profiles are a first indication that ’wave
ER2’ can be a quasi-vertically propagating mountain wave
whereas ’wave DC8’ cannot.
Within the same boxes and using now the HRM wind
fields, the vertical eddy momentum fluxes were estimated
(not shown). The momentum flux of ’wave ER2’ is almost
constant both in height and time, from 0 to 18 UTC, 14 Jan
2000. In contrast, the flux of ’wave DC8’ changes twice
its sign from the bottom to the top level, during the entire
period between 18 UTC 13 Jan and 12 UTC 14 Jan. The
first level of zero flux is near 500 hPa and consistent with
the mid-tropospheric critical level identified in Fig. 6b. Near
the tropopause, around 300 hPa the vertical momentum flux
again changes its sign. The intrinsic frequency of a wave
packet that approaches a critical level goes to zero. Thus the
wave packet is neither transmitted nor reflected (Bretherton,
1969) and the momentum transported by a wave vanishes
near this level. This brief analysis of vertical momentum flux
profiles also points to an orographic source for ’wave ER2’
and gives an indication of the possible origin of ’wave DC8’,
around the 300 hPa level.
5.2 Divergence along flight tracks
The horizontal wind divergence calculated from the HRM
simulations is shown in Fig. 7 along the two flight paths for
the 14th of January 07 UTC (top, ’wave DC8’) and 18 UTC
(bottom, ’wave ER2’). The alternation of convergence and
divergence as well as the back tilt of the constant phase lines
are characteristic of vertically propagating GWs. For ’wave
ER2’, vertical coherency is obvious from the GL mountains
to the model top and thus, this wave is due to an orographic
forcing. Fo ’w ve DC8’, the patterns confirm the findings
from previous section: this wave is not a mountain wave and
its origin is situated around 300 hPa. Note that from Fig. 7,
’wave DC8’ appears to be horizontally more extended and
has a larger horizontal and a smaller vertical wavelength than
’wave ER2’.
Figure 8 shows the same vertical sections as Fig. 7, but
for a HRM experim nt for which the height of the GL to-
pography has been reduced by 25%, leading to a maximum
GL elevation of 2367 instead of 3155 m. It shows that while
’wave DC8’ is scarcely affected, the divergence signature of
’wave ER2’ almost disappears in this sensitivity experiment.
This confirms the above hypothesis about the origin of both
waves.
In order to further corroborate the jet-stream origin of
’wave DC8’, backward ray trajectories will be computed in
the section.
5.3 GW ray tracing
Here we apply the GW ray tracing technique (Hertzog et al.,
2001) to our ’wave DC8’ case. This technique has proven
to be useful for determining the source of stratospheric GW
signals (Hertzog et al., 2001). To compute an ensemble of
backward ray trajectories, the initial wave specifications (di-
rection of propagation, intrinsic frequency and vertical wave-
length or the three wavenumbers) are requested. The way
these are derived is exposed in the following section and then
the results of the ray tracing are presented.
5.3.1 Wave specifications
The following procedure has been applied to determine
the characteristics of the (supposed monochromatic) wave
packet at the time and location of the ice cloud observa-
tion. At this time and location, a vertical sounding has been
performed through the HRM model atmosphere. The result-
ing zonal and meridional wind profiles are shown in Fig. 9a.
The horizontal velocity vector rotates anticyclonically with
height, which is consistent with an upward energy propaga-
tion and a negative vertical wavenumber   (using the con-
vention that the intrinsic frequency  is positive).
In order to derive the wind oscillations induced by the
gravity wave, a linear fit (thin line in Fig. 9a within the
range 13 to 34 km) has been subtracted from the actual pro-
files to obtain the wind and temperature perturbations which
are displayed in Fig. 9b. For the present case, this method
provided a more consistent and robust signal then the hodo-
graph method used for instance by O’Sullivan and Dunker-
ton (1995) and Hertzog et al. (2001). Reasonable estima-
tion for the vertical wavelength can be obtained from the dif-
ferent variables and height ranges (Fig. 9a or b) leading to
 

	
8000   1200 m,
Then, to determine the correct wave propagation angle, we
varied it between 0 and 179  (0  stays for eastwards wave
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 6. Domain averaged ECMWF wind velocity (a), (c) and direction (b), (d); westerlies corre-
sponding to 180 ◦). Panels (a) and (b) are for “wave DC8” at 00:00 UTC 14 January (see box in
Fig. 4, top), and panels (c) and (d) for “wave ER2” at 12:00 UTC 14 January (see box in Fig. 4,
bottom). Dashed lines show the January 2000 mean wind profiles in the same boxes.
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Fig. 7. HRM-Divergence (blue) and convergence [     s  

] field along the DC-8 (top, 7 UTC) and ER-2 (bottom, 18 UTC) flight paths on
Jan 14 2000 as a function of longitude and pressure. The black cross in the upper panel shows the location of the observed ice PSC.
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7 but for a HRM simulation for which the
orography has been uniformly reduced by 25%.
propagation) and identified the angle with the maximum vari-
ance of the wind parallel to it (see Fig. 9c). The wind com-
ponents have therefore been projected to the parallel and per-
pendicular direction of the propagation angle, between 21
and 28 km, which is the height range where the wave signal
can clearest be identified in the considered fields (see also
Fig. 1). It turns out that an unambiguous maximum exists
for 
	

 for which the parallel wind variance (solid line)
reaches 72 m  s 
 . Now, the polarization equations (Andrews
et al., 1987),

	

	
	 
ﬀﬂﬁﬃ

 
! #"

$&%
')(
ﬃ+*


 
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(1)
state that the ratio between the propagation parallel and per-
pendicular wind variances are equal to  102 , where 2 is the
Coriolis parameter.
 
3 is the rotation matrix which al-
lows the phase speed to be aligned with the propagation di-
rection,

is the wave amplitude and
"
a phase–shift. In our
case, the ratio for 
	

 is   042
	
  
, which yields an
intrinsic period of 5 0  
	


 h. In agreement with the
assumption of an inertio GW in the rotating wave regime (as
26  87:9
, with 9 the Brunt Va¨isa¨la frequency). The
hydrostatic dispersion relation reads
 

	
9 
$
 




$
2

<;

 >=


/
(2)
where
;
and
=
are the zonal and meridional wave num-
bers, and knowing that ?A@CBD,?
	
?
=
0
;
? , wavelengths can
be estimated, leading to 5 0
;	
 
E =387 km and 15 0
= 	
 GF =3149 km.
There remains an ambiguity of      about the propa-
gation direction, or in other words in the sign of the hori-
zontal wave numbers. This can be removed with the help
of the Doppler shift between the wave intrinsic and ap-
parent frequencies (  ), both of which are linked through:

	
 
 H;

 I=

. At the cloud location and time of
observation, the ECMWF analyses give      and   
$
 ms  . Therefore, the apparent period of the wave packet
is ? 15 0 !?     h. Independently, the wave apparent pe-
riod can be estimated from the time evolution of the tem-
perature at a fixed location (Fig. 2a). For ;    ( ;   ),
the calculated apparent period is –16.3 J 15 0 :J –4.5h
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 7. HRM-Divergence (blue) and convergence (10−5 s−1) field along the D -8 (top,
07:00 UTC) and ER-2 (bottom, 18:00 UTC) flight paths on 14 January 2000 as a function of
longitude and pressure. The black cross in the upper panel shows the location of the observed
ice PSC.
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Fig. 7. HRM-Divergence (blue) and convergence [     s  

] field along the DC-8 (top, 7 UTC) and ER-2 (bottom, 18 UTC) flight paths on
Jan 14 2000 as a function of longitude and pressure. The black cross in the upper panel shows the location of the observed ice PSC.
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Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7 but for a HRM simulation for which the
orography has been uniformly reduced by 25%.
propagation) and identified the angle with the maximum vari-
ance of the wind parallel to it (see Fig. 9c). The wind com-
ponents have therefore been projected to the parallel and per-
pendicular direction of the propagation angle, between 21
and 28 km, which is the height range where the wave signal
can clearest be identified in the considered fields (see also
Fig. 1). It turns out that an unambiguous maximum exists
for 
	

 for which the parallel wind variance (solid line)
reaches 72 m  s 
 . Now, the polarization equations (Andrews
et al., 1987),

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(1)
state that the ratio between the propagation parallel and per-
pendicular wind variances are equal to 
102
, where
2
is the
Coriolis parameter.
 
3 is the rotation matrix which al-
lows the phase speed to be aligned with the propagation di-
rection,

is the wave amplitude and
"
a phase–shift. In our
case, the ratio for 
	

 is  
042
	
  
, which yields an
intrinsic period o 5
0
 
	


 h. In agreement with the
assumption of an inertio GW in the rotating wave regime (as
26
 87:9 , with 9 the Brunt Va¨isa¨la frequency). The
hydrostatic dispersion relation reads
 
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
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(2)
where
;
and
=
are the zonal and meridional wave num-
bers, and knowing that ?A@CBD,?
	
?
=
0
;
? , wavelengths can
be estimated, leading to 5
0
;	
 
E =387 km and 15
0
= 	
 GF =3149 km.
There remains an ambiguity of      about the propa-
gation direction, or in other words in the sign of the hori-
zontal wave numbers. This can be removed with the help
of the Doppler shift between the wave intrinsic and ap-
parent frequencies (  ), both of which are linked through:

	


 H;

 I=

. At the cloud location and time of
observation, the ECMWF analyses give      and   
$
 ms

. Therefore, the apparent period of the wave packet
is ? 15
0
!?
 
  h. Independently, the wave apparent pe-
riod can be estimated from the time evolution of the tem-
perature at a fixed location (Fig. 2a). For ;    ( ;   ),
the calculated apparent period is –16.3 J 15
0
:J –4.5h
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for a HRM simulation for which the orography has been uniformly
reduced by 25%.
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Fig. 9. Vertical profiles (using HRM data) at the location (22.6 W, 77.3 N) and time (8 UTC) of maximum BSR observation. Panel a) shows
the zonal (solid) and meridional (dashed) wind components along with their (13–34 km height) fitted first order polynomial (thin lines), while
the deviations thereto are represented in panel b) along with the analogue temperature fluctuations (dash-dotted line). The parallel (solid)
and perpendicular (dashed) wind variances are revealed as a function of the propagation angle in panel c).
(1.3 J 15 0  J 1.7 h). Clearly, positive wavenumbers cannot
explain the existing Doppler shift and therefore
;
 

. Fur-
thermore, as the wave vector is aligned with the direction of
propagation,
;
  0 also implies that
=
 

, thus the effective
propagation angle is 
	
$



and the horizontal wave
vector is directed towards west-south-west. For simplicity,
the ray trajectory computed from this first estimation of the
wave parameters,
;
,
=
and   (see Table 1) will be referred
to as ’first guess ray’ hereinafter. Observe that the apparent
frequency determined from the temperature evolution at the
location of cloud observation and estimated from the Doppler
shift equation differ, but have the same order of magnitude.
We will account for this discrepancy by starting an ensemble
of rays, as described below.
In ray-tracing calculations, the major source of error
comes from the initial conditions, i. e. the wave specifica-
tions settled by the three wave numbers. In order to take
account of such errors, we started an ensemble of ray tra-
jectories, with initial conditions given by the uncertainties of
the wave parameters, which we estimated generously. The
wave parameters along with their estimated uncertainties are
summarized in Table 1. We allowed    to vary between 6.8
and 9.2 km, in steps of 400 m and  and   02 as indicated
in Table 1, with each 5 possible values. In total, this yields
175 initial conditions. As a consequence, the zonal (merid-
ional) wavelength varies between 245 and 685 (1280 and
12’875) km. The only parameters we assumed to be perfectly
known are the time, height, longitude and latitude of observa-
tion. Because the ray trajectories were found to be little sen-
sitive to their initial height within the range


	
 
 
 km,
all trajectories were initiated at 23 km, 22.6 W and 77.3 N at
Jan 14, 0730 UTC. Background fields (horizontal winds and
static stability) necessary for the integration are taken from
the ECMWF analyses.
Table 1. Gravity wave packet specifications and uncertainties.
  	
 [km] 	 [km] 	 [km]
-173 

3.3  1.0 387 3149 8  1.2
5.3.2 Results
The results are depicted in Fig. 10 for all 175 backward wave
trajectories, with the ’first guess ray’ indicated in red, and
the horizontal projection of the ray trajectories are shown in
Fig. 12b. From the 175 ensemble members, there are 57 tra-
jectories which remain in the stratosphere at least until 13
Jan 0 UTC and never reach a height below 9 km. They will
not be considered in the following discussion. From all tra-
jectories reaching the troposphere none comes from ground
levels above mountainous terrain. Thus, according to these
ray trajectories, an orographic origin of ’wave DC8’ can be
ruled out.
In the very first hours of integration, as the wave packet
descends and its vertical wavelength decreases, every ray
encountered a caustic, indicated by a change of sign in the
action density (not shown). Nevertheless, Broutman (1986)
shows that the ray-tracing equations can still produce valid
results after the caustic, as suggested by the smooth horizon-
tal trace of the rays.
Note that the vertical wavelength of the ’first guess ray’ (as
of the other rays) rapidly decreases and drops to 5 km after
2.5 h of back–propagation (corresponding altitude of 20 km).
This is in nice quantitative agreement with the two levels of
PSC in the lidar observations at about 18.5 and 23 km (see
Fig. 1). This change in vertical wavelength might provide
an explanation of why no cloud is observed above 23 km:
actually, if    remained constant (5 km), clouds would be
expected at   27 km height as the synoptic temperatures are
very close to those at   19 km (Fig. 1), the first floor of PSCs.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 9. Vertical profiles (u ing HRM data) at the location (22.6W, 77.3N) and ti e (08:00 UTC)
of maximum BSR observation. Panel (a) shows the zonal (solid) and meridional (dashed)
wind components along with their (13–34 km height) fitted first order polynomial (thin lines),
while the deviations thereto are represented in panel (b) along with the analogue temperature
fluctuations (dash-dotted line). The parallel (solid) and perpendicular (dashed) wind variances
are r vealed as fun tion of the propagation angle in panel (c).
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Fig. 10. Variables along the 175 backward ensemble ray trajectories: (a) altitude, (b) meridional (dashed) and zonal wind components from
ECMWF analyses, (c) zonal and meridional (dashed) wavelengths, (d) vertical wavelength, (e) Richardson number from ECMWF (dashed)
and HRM and (f) intrinsic and apparent (dashed) frequencies. The most likely trajectory is displayed in red. The stars show the supposed
time of generation (see text).
After 6–12 h backward in time most of the ensemble’s tra-
jectories pass through the tropopause jet (which coincides
with the increase in the vertical wavelength and intrinsic fre-
quency to increase). For the ’first guess ray’, the wind speed
at this moment exceeds 60 ms  (Fig. 10c) with a strong
northerly component (Fig. 10b). (The mean and standard de-
viation of the wind velocity for the ensemble is 55   5 ms  )
As this ray continues to descend, it reaches the positive shear
layer where the Richardson number,

*
, becomes    in
the ECMWF as well as in the HRM (Fig. 10f). (For the ray
ensemble the averaged minimum HRM Richardson number
becomes 2.1   1.7.) 
*
is a dynamically significant stability
and turbulence indicator. Instability can be expected where

*
is smaller than a certain threshold value. Calculated from
gridded data fields, this threshold depends on resolution, and
is taken typically as

* 
	
 in mesoscale models with reso-
lutions of   10 km.
For the ’first guess ray’, we identified its most probable
location of wave generation where

*
attains its minimum
along the ray. This occurs at 
	
$
 
, near the 370 hPa
pressure level, or 300 K isentrope (see crosses in Figs. 10
and 11). This location coincides with the region of maximum
vertical shear and low static stability (see Fig. 11), which is
also a prerequisite for the onset of strong turbulence. Despite
the dispersion of the ray trajectories, 85 % of the ensemble
members reaching the troposphere do attain their minimum
in

*
in a very similar situation as the ’first guess ray’ (shown
in Fig. 11), i. e. low static stability and large positive vertical
shear, beneath the jet core. In this sense the ’first guess ray’
is representative of the actual trajectory of the wave packet.
Note further in Fig. 11 that the ’first guess ray’ passes very
close to a tropopause fold. Using a two-dimensional, isen-
tropic primitive equation model, Gidel and Shapiro (1979)
showed that two patches of turbulence are associated with
tropopause folds: one in the stratosphere above the jet core
and one, stronger, situated in the troposphere below the jet
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 10. Variables alo g the 175 backward ensemble ray traj ctories: (a) altitude, (b) merid-
ional (dashed) and zonal wind components from ECMWF analyses, (c) zonal and meridional
(dashed) wavelengths, (d) vertical wavelength, (e) Richardson number from ECMWF (dashed)
and HRM and (f) intrinsic and apparent (dashed) frequencies. The most likely trajectory is
displayed in red. The stars show the supposed time of generation (see text).
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40
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X
Fig. 11. Four–dimensional linear interpolation of the Richard-
son number (colors) from the HRM data along the ray-trajectory
which is indicated by the black line as a function of pressure and
time (seconds from 13 Jan 0 UTC). The cross denotes the mini-
mum Richardson number along the trajectory and the possible lo-
cation of wave generation (see text). The white contours denote the
wind velocity (contours for 40, 50 and 60 ms  

); the violet con-
tour show the positive vertical shear (contours for 12.5 and 17.5
 
 
 

s
 

); the blue contour tropospheric low static stability re-
gions (N

 
	
 
  


s  

) and the dotted black curve shows the
tropopause (defined by the PV=2 pvu potential vorticity isosurface).
axis. The fact that the ray hits an intense jet-stream, associ-
ated with a tropopause fold is a further piece of evidence that
’wave DC8’ is emitted from a vertical shear layer.
The horizontal trace of the ’first guess ray’ (shown only
until the minimum Richardson number, Fig. 12a) indicates
that the wave has been generated on the northern side of the
jet, characterized by cyclonic horizontal shear. Further, the
horizontal trace ends close to the left exit region of the previ-
ously noted tropospheric southerly jet streak (compare with
Fig. 3a) which is also a preferred region for wave emission
(O’Sullivan and Dunkerton, 1995; Thomas et al., 1999).
5.4 Instability diagnostics
A final step of our analysis of the dynamical origin of ’wave
DC8’ is a brief analysis of the dynamical stability character-
istics of the tropopause-level jet-streak. To this end, three
diagnostics are calculated as suggested by previous studies
of jet-stream instabilites (Zhang et al., 2000; Hertzog et al.,
2001): the Lagrangian Rossby number, Richardson number
and the residual of the non-linear balance equation. As the
theoretical understanding of vertical shear instability is still
limited, these quantitites should be regarded as useful prox-
ies instead of rigid criteria for GW generation.
First, Fig.12a shows a horizontal view of

*
at the time
and level of the supposed wave generation. In agreement
with the discussion in the previous section, the westerly jet
streak is associated with very low values ( 
*
 
 ) and it
is within or close to this narrow band that most of the ray
trajectories cross the tropopause level.
Second, the Lagrangian Rossby number,

ﬁ
, was com-
puted according to e.g. O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995)

ﬁ
	
?
	
	
?
2
? ?
(3)
with  being the horizontal wind vector. O’Sullivan and
Dunkerton (1995) found that GW generation occurred in re-
gions where

ﬁ

 
. This condition is not perfectly ful-
filled for our ray trajectories (see Fig. 12c), although they
pass closely to a region with large

ﬁ
.
Finally the non-linear balance equation (NBE), derived
from the full divergence tendency equation in the case that its
advection, the non-linear effects of divergence and the con-
tributions of vertical motion gradients can be neglected, is
also a measure of the flow’s imbalance, and is given by



/


$

 
2
$

	
 (4)
where  stays for the Jacobian,  is the relative vorticity and


 stands for the horizontal Laplacian of the geopotential.
Deviations from this balance condition, i.e. the residuum
of eq. 4, is also a measure for the flow’s potential insta-
bility. Figure 12b shows the residual of equation 4 on the
370 hPa surface computed with ECMWF analysis along with
the full length of the ensemble rays. The region of maxi-
mum imbalance predicted by the NBE is located somewhat
eastward of the region where the wave packets were presum-
ably generated and slightly to the north of the maximum

ﬁ
.
However, the patch with largest deviations from non-linear
balance corresponds quite nicely with the band of small

*and the ensemble rays all travel through a region with sub-
stantial (although not maximum) diagnosed jet-stream unbal-
ance. Taken together, these brief diagnostics are supportive
of our claim that ’wave DC8’ is generated by the geostrophic
adjustment of an unbalanced intense jet.
6 Potential for jet-induced GW in winter climatology
In order to estimate the likely frequency and potential impor-
tance of ice clouds generated by shear instabilities, we have
applied the NBE (equation 4) diagnostics to the entire winter
from the beginning of December 1999 to the end of March
2000. We have chosen a residual threshold of 4  10 ﬁﬀ s 

and applied this threshold within the 100 to 500 hPa vertical
layer in the northern hemisphere (20–90  N) to the 6 hourly
ECMWF analyses.
The probability that for a given day and longitude (lati-
tude), at least one time step and one model level within the
height range exceeds the chosen threshold is shown in the up-
per (lower) panel of Fig. 13. In is shown that, mainly in Jan-
uary 2000, instability are diagnosed at high latitudes. Note
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003 www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/
Fig. 11. Four-dimensional linear interpolation of the Richardson number (colors) from the HRM
data along the ray-trajectory which is indicated by the black line as a function of pressure
and time (seconds from 13 January, 00:00 UTC). The cross denotes the minimum Richardson
number along the trajectory and the possible location of wave generation (see t xt). The white
contours denote the wind velocity (contours for 40, 50 and 60ms−1); the violet contour show the
positive vertical shear (contours for 12.5 and 17.5 ·10−3s−1); the blue contour tropospheric low
static stability regions (N2 = 1.25 · 10−4s−2) and the dotted black curve shows the tropopause
(defined by the PV=2 pvu potential vorticity isosurface).
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Fig. 12. Three jet instability diagnostics: the Richardson Number (a) computed with HRM data at the presumed time of ’wave DC8’
generation, 13 Jan 19 UTC, the residual from equation 4 (      s  

) (b) both on the 370 hPa surface and the Lagrangian Rossby number (c)
on the 300 K isentropic surface. The two latter diagnostics computed with ECMWF data for Jan 13 18 UTC. In panel (b) the ensemble rays
are shown in full length, in red for the ’first guess ray’ and in the other panels, the horizontal trace of the ’first guess ray’ is indicated by the
black line until its supposed generation and the crosses mark the location where the ensemble ray trajectories cross the depicted horizontal
surfaces.
that the discussed case on 14 Jan is associated with a strong
signal in this proxy climatology, as compared to other events
at high latitudes during this winter. The climatology indi-
cates that jet induced GWs may be frequent, but mainly in
the southernmost part of the Eurasian continent and the sub-
tropical Pacific jet. In regions with the possibility for GWs
to generate PSCs, say north of 60  N, unstable jet events are
relatively rare (   3 events during the considered period).
Generally the time evolution of the potential instability re-
gions indicates eastward propagation with the same order of
magnitude than the synoptic weather systems (Fig. 13, top).
In the meridional direction, (Fig. 13, bottom) it appears that
several instability regions describe an anticyclonic propaga-
tion, in agreement with the results of Knox (1996).
Better understanding of the physical processes that lead to
the occurence of vertical shear instabilities would be strongly
desirable and could lead to a better substantiated criterion for
the identification of jet-induced GWs.
7 Conclusions
Using meteorological data from ECMWF analyses and
mesoscale HRM hindcast simulations, we investigated the
dynamical mechanisms that generated two vertically prop-
agating gravity waves. ’Wave ER2’ was undoubtfully gen-
erated by the orography and we have given consistent evi-
dence that ’wave DC8’ was instigated by the geostrophic ad-
justment of a jet instability. In particular, we detected that
the tropopause-level and surface synoptic features were very
similar to the 13 jet-induced GW cases reviewed in Uccellini
and Koch (1987): a surface low upstream of the wave activ-
ity with an associated northeast-southwest oriented distinct
frontal boundary and wave generation at the exit region of an
intense jet streak. Furthermore, the most plausible location
of wave production was in the very vicinity of a tropopause
fold associated with the strong jet. Little or no doubts re-
main on the contribution of this non-orographic inertio grav-
ity wave to the low temperatures allowing the formation of
the ice cloud.
The issue that remains is whether this wave has sufficient
amplitude to explain the   8 K mesoscale cooling or if a su-
perimposed (orographic) wave also contributed to the tem-
perature minimum responsible for the PSC formation. The
lidar signal gives certainty that mountain waves with a hor-
izontal scale of   15 km (not resolved by the hydrostatic
HRM) propagate until the cloud location.
The mesoscale model HRM was found to be a suited
model for the simulation of vertically propagating waves
which, in the present study, applies for two different wave
generation mechanisms. In particular, the model simulation
captured very well the amplitude and location of the cold spot
with

 
  
. Sensitivity experiments (see Appendix) re-
vealed that the model results are particularly sensitive to the
horizontal diffusion and initialization time.
In line with the recent studies of Hitchman et al. (2003)
and Shibata et al. (2003) this study indicates that mesoscale
PSCs can be induced not only by orographically triggered
GWs but also via an alternative mechanism that is related to
the rapid evolution of intense and curved jet streams near the
tropopause level. It remains for further work to quantify the
relevance of the two mechanisms. Our preliminary attempt to
count the potential jet-instability events in the polar regions
during one winter indicates that they occur only sporadically.
Appendix: Sensitive dependencies to model parameters
Eleven numerical sensitivity experiments have been con-
ducted to test the dependencies of the HRM simulations to
several model parameters and processes. Compared to the
original simulation discussed in the paper (in the following
www.atmos-chem-phys.org/0000/0001/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 0000, 0001–16, 2003
Fig. 12. Three jet instability diagnostics: the Richardson Number (a) computed with HRM data
at the presumed time of “wave DC8” generation, 13 January, 19:00 UTC, the residual from
Eq. (4) (10−5 s−2) (b) both o t e 370 hPa surface and th Lagrangian Rossby number (c) on
the 300K isentropic surface. The two latter diagnostics computed with ECMWF data for 13
January, 18:00 UTC. In panel (b) the ensemble rays are shown in full length, in red for the “first
guess ray” and in the other panels, the horizontal trace of the “first guess ray” is indicated by the
black line until its supposed generation and the cross s mark he location wher the e semble
ray trajectories cross the depicted horizontal surfaces.
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Prob. [%]
Fig. 13. Winter 1999/2000 climatology of potential jet instabili-
ties computed with the residual of the non-linear balance equation
(equation 4) and ECMWF analyses fields. The probability depicted
in the upper (lower) panel is that at least on one model level in the
500–100 hPa range, the residual of the NBE exceeds 40 s  

for all
latitudes (longitudes) and every ECMWF output within a given day.
Table 2. Summary of the numerical experiments conducted with
the mesoscale model HRM.  

	 stays for the Temperature at the
time and location of maximum observed BSR and on the 25.3 hPa
level, 



	 is the minimum temperature at the same location at
any height. and 


	 is the minimum temperature where the ER-2
observed a local minimum in the temperature.
Simulation 
 

	




	 




	



	
Initial. 12 Jan 12 UTC -88.6 -88.9 23.8 -81.8
Initial. 12 Jan 18 UTC -87.3 -87.4 26.4 -82.6
Initial. 13 Jan 00 UTC -88.5 -88.9 23.8 -83.6
Initial. 13 Jan 06 UTC -89.6 -89.7 23.8 -84.0
control run -91.2 -91.3 23.8 -82.6
Initial. 13 Jan 18 UTC -88.2 -88.3 21.4 -83.1
Initial. 14 Jan 00 UTC -83.9 -84.9 19.3 -82.0
30 vertical levels -85.7 -87.3 15.6 -83.8
double mesh–widths -93.0 -93.7 21.4 -83.6
10x diffusion -87.7 -87.8 21.4 -84.0
moist physics -89.8 -89.8 21.4 -84.0
conv no rad -90.9 -91.0 23.8 -84.1
called control run), they were undertaken changing one pa-
rameter each time. These comprise changes of the horizon-
tal and vertical resolution, variations in horizontal diffusion,
modifications in the initialization time and inclusion or not
of physical parametrizations. Table 2 summarizes the eleven
experiments along with the minimum modeled temperatures
at the locations of the observed waves. These experiments
are discussed hereafter.
Initialization. The choice of the initialization time of
a simulation is subtle when comparing with observations at a
particular time. The longer the run, the more the mesoscale
model will develop its own dynamics and might drift away
from the driving analyses. On the other hand, too late a start-
ing time of the simulation may prevent the mesoscale fea-
tures (as GWs) to develop and fully propagate. Four runs
with initialization prior to the initialization of the control run
two runs with initialization after the 13 Jan 2000, 12 UTC
have been p rformed to evaluate this significant sensitivity
(see Table 2).
For the temperature at the location of the cloud observed
by the DC-8, the minimum is achieved with the control sim-
ulation. The more the simulation is initialized earlier or later,
the more the amplitude of the wave decreases and the higher
becomes the minimum mesoscale temperature. Note also the
slight vertical shift in the height of minimum temperature at
this location as the initialization moves away from the control
run. For the experiment started on 14 Jan 0 UTC, the DC8
wave structure becomes hardly identifiable (e.g. in vertical
sections similar to the ones shown in Figs. 1 and 7) which
expresses either that the onset of the wave was missed or that
the GW had no time to propagate to the flight path. From the
ray-tracing simulations the former is more likely the case.
A similar behavior, even if less marked is found for the
minimum temperature associated with ’wave ER2’. The sim-
ulation which produces the minimum temperature was ini-
tialized six hours before the control run.
Resolution. In order to test the impact of vertical res-
olution, the number of vertical levels was reduced a factor
of two, the model top kept unchanged. ’Wave DC8’ appears
to be emitted properly but dissipates prior to reach the cloud
altitude. There, an upward shifted temperature minimum ex-
ists but the wave structure cannot be recognized any longer.
This is in good agreement with the ray tracing model (see
Fig. 10b) which indicated that at the moment of emission the
vertical wavelength was smaller than at the moment of ob-
servation. The effect of the vertical resolution on the ’wave
ER2’ with larger vertical wavelength is negligible.
Repeating the control run with doubled horizontal mesh
width, roughly extinguishes ’wave ER2’ as revealed by an
equivalent to Fig. 7. However this simulation delivers the
absolute minimum temperature associated with ’wave DC8’
of all simulations.
Diffusion. In this experiment, the horizontal diffusion
coefficients were increased by an order of magnitude. The ef-
fect on ’wave DC8’ is dramatic as its temperature minimum
increases by 4 K while the effect on the minimum tempera-
ture associated with ’wave ER2’ was astonishingly a cooling
of 1.5 K. A plausible explanation is that the wave encoun-
ters less destructive interference with other short wavelengths
waves, since these are filtered by the strong diffusion as seen
in an equivalent of Fig 7. O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995)
established that inertio GW are primarily sensitive to hori-
zontal hyperdiffusion. Here, not only the amplitude of ’wave
DC8’ was reduced but also its vertical wavelength
Physical parametrizations. The inclusion of convec-
tion or the exclusion of the radiation scheme in the simulation
gave strikingly similar wave characteristics. These processes
have no influence on the generation and propagation of GW
up to the stratosphere at least for the present setup. This is
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Fig. 13. Winter 1999/2000 climatology of potential jet instabilities computed with the residual of
the non-linear balance equation (Eq. 4) and ECMWF analyses fields. The probability depicted
in the upper (lower) panel is that at least on one model level in the 500–100 hPa range, the
residual of the NBE exceeds 40 s−2 for all latitudes (longitudes) and every ECMWF output
within a given day.
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